
Free Loom Pattern
Lion Brand® Hometown USA®

Bird's Eye Loom Knit Hat
Pattern Number: L0372

Knit this hat with the Martha Stewart Crafts Lion Brand Yarn Knit & Weave Loom Kit.



Free Loom Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
Lion Brand® Hometown USA®

Bird's Eye Loom Knit Hat
Pattern Number: L0372

SKILL LEVEL:  Easy +

SIZE: One Size
About 18 1/2 in. (47.5 cm) circumference; will stretch to fit a range of sizes.

CORRECTIONS: None as of Aug 9, 2011. To check for later updates, click here.

 

MATERIALS

• 135-100 Lion Brand Hometown USATM Yarn: New York White
   1  Ball (A)

• 135-107 Lion Brand Hometown USATM Yarn: Charlotte Blue
   1  Ball (B)

• Martha Stewart Crafts Lion Brand Yarn Knit & Weave Loom Kit   
 

GAUGE:

Exact gauge is not important to this project

NOTES:

1. The instructions provided in the loom manual for casting on are the same for both flat
knitting and knitting in the round (when you make a tube). These instructions are listed under
the heading of SINGLE KNITTING.
2. Follow loom manual instructions for SINGLE KNITTING for how to cast on, knit, purl, and
bind off in the gathered method.
3. Hat is knit in the round. Once you've cast on for the Hat, continue knitting in a clockwise
direction around loom for single knitting in the round.
4. A contrast color peg is used to mark the beginning of each round.

Loom Configuration
Use the following pieces: (2) 28-hole semi-circular pieces, (2) 6-hole pieces, (2) 12-hole pieces.
Connect pieces to form an oval as follows: 28-hole semi circular piece > 12-hole piece > 6-hole piece > 28-hole
semi circular piece > 6-hole piece > 12-hole piece.

Insert one large grey peg anywhere along loom set-up to mark beginning of round, skip one hole, then insert a
large pink peg into the next hole. Continue placing large pink pegs into every other hole along each 28-hole
semi-circular piece, 12-hole piece, and 6-hole piece - 46 pegs placed.

HAT
Beginning at contrast color peg, with B, cast onto all pegs.
Rounds 1-4: With B, purl.
Round 5: *Knit 1 peg with B, knit 1 peg with A, repeat from * around.
Round 6: *Knit 1 peg with A, knit 1 peg with B, repeat from * around.
Repeat Rounds 1 and 2 until you have completed 68 rounds.
Bind off in the gathered method. Pull tightly to gather Hat closed. Knot to secure.

FINISHING
Thread yarn end into yarn needle supplied with loom and weave yarn ends into the fabric of the Hat.



Pom-Pom
Insert 2 small pegs 6 holes apart anywhere along one semi-circular piece. Wrap B 30 times around pegs. Cut B. Cut
a 6 in. length of B and tie around wrapped strands between pegs. Remove pegs and clip yarn. Shake or fluff
pom-pom and trim ends evenly. Use the ends of the knotted strand to attach pom-pom to top of Hat.

 

 

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters
and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!

For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!

Copyright ©1998-2009 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- mechanically,
electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company.


